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READER NOTE: “INT. VAR. Janice’s Motel Room/Bathroom” 
indicates that the character may move from space to space 
within her room for that scene.

INT. JANICE’S MOTEL ROOM - EVENING

MONTAGE: JANICE, 30’s, putters around looking bored, trying 
to occupy her time within the four walls of this no frills, 
single level roadside motel. There’s an easy going slyness 
about her that’s both dangerously magnetic and immediately 
charming. A Natasha Lyonne type minus the New York.

Janice quickly runs out of options and pulls out her stash -- 
weed, grinder, matches, no papers though. She takes the 
motel’s bible out of the drawer then flips to the back, tears 
out a page, and starts rolling a joint. 

INT. BATHROOM - JANICE’S MOTEL ROOM - EVENING

Janice enters the bathroom with a plastic lunch meat 
container. She opens it, tosses the pack of lunchmeat on the 
counter, then climbs on the counter to tape the container 
over the smoke detector as she lights up.

She takes a deep drag of the joint -- MACRO CLOSEUP OF THE 
JOINT, CAMERA SLIDES LEFT following the disintegrating paper 
as it burns down. An extended guttural MOAN accompanies the 
long drag. 

Interspersed within the montage is the sound of a PHONE 
UNLOCKING, a couple screen TAPS, RINGING through the phone’s 
earpiece, and a conversation with her friend, TIM, 30’s, 
beginning. 

END MONTAGE.

Janice is killing time but Tim is in the middle of something 
and doesn’t have time to chat. They both settle into the 
ratatat pace that comes with longtime familiarity.

TIM (V.O.)
What’s up?

JANICE
Bored out my gord and looking for a 
savior. My gig got cancelled 
tonight so I’m stuck at the hotel. 

TIM (V.O.)
Ah. My break is over soon so I 
gotta--



JANICE
There’s nothing to do. Nothing’s on 
TV. These monsters are CHARGING for 
WiFi.

As Janice has this convo she is almost constantly doing two 
or three things at once while the phone is pressed between 
her ear and her shoulder. Her brain is bored, but the rest of 
her is burning off the energy and disappointment of her 
cancelled standup set.

TIM
What about the joys of hotel 
pornography?

JANICE
Lemme guess, the stepmom did it. 
Eh, I know how they all end. 

TIM (V.O.)
Yea it’s usually a pretty cut and 
dry third act.

JANICE
Ain’t nothin dry about it. So here 
I am, hunched over, puffing a joint 
in the bathroom like some toilet 
gargoyle. The bible really saved my 
ass though.

TIM (V.O.)
(Confused)

Wait wha--You travel with a bible 
now?

JANICE
No, I was out of papers... used the 
one the guys leave in hotels... 
what are they called?

TIM (V.O.)
Gideons.

JANICE
No that’s not it.

TIM (V.O.)
Yeah, it’s the “Gideon’s Bible.”

Janice leaves the bathroom and comes back holding the book.
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INT. - VAR. JANICE’S MOTEL ROOM/BATHROOM - EVENING

JANICE
I’m looking at, it doesn’t say 
“Gideon’s.” It’s got like... this 
red symbol on it.

TIM (V.O.)
Maybe they dropped the Gideons 
thing and just have a crest now.

JANICE
Like Prince?

TIM (V.O.)
Look it up.

JANICE
I’m on the phone.

TIM (V.O.)
Put me on speaker.

JANICE
And I ran out of data. I was trying 
to win a lamp on eBay.

CUT TO:

INT. ANONYMOUS ROOM - NIGHT

SLOW PUSH IN on an overly kitschy lamp sitting on a small 
table in a dark, wood paneled room out of a Crewdson photo.

TIM (V.O.)
Did you at least win?

JANICE (V.O.)
(With genuine 
disappointment)

... No.

A hand enters frame and pulls the lamps chain, switching it 
off.

CUT TO:

INT. VAR. JANICE’S MOTEL ROOM/BATHROOM - EVENING

JANICE
Look it up for me, man. Pleaseeeee.
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TIM (V.O.)
(With a sigh)

Fine. What’s it look like.

JANICE
(Tries to describe the symbol while 
also kind of half stoned drawing it 
at the same time.)

TIM (V.O.)
Oh shit. And then the (Tim finishes 
describing the symbol for her).

JANICE
(A little stunned and 
looking for a camera)

...Yeah.

TIM (V.O.)
I totally heard about this. It’s 
some culty shit! The Order of the 
Bound Prince.

JANICE
I don’t like that, it’s ominous. 

TIM (V.O.)
Mucho ominous. It’s like a creepy 
pasta thing.

INT. JANICE'S MOTEL ROOM - EVENING

Janice makes her way to the bed, flops down on her back with 
her head hanging over the end of the bed, joint in mouth, 
phone in hand.

JANICE
Ouu, I’m off carbs but tell me a 
tale.

TIM (V.O.)
I mean I’ll tell you what I 
remember. So this cult, they’re--

JANICE
Is it like, a murder cult, an 
“awaken the beast” cult, or just 
one of those health food, sweaty 
sex pile ones?

TIM (V.O.)
It’s definitely the spooky kind.
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JANICE
Fuck. Ok. Fine. If we’re doing 
this, throw a little bass in your 
voice, throw it on the grill for 
me, low and slow. 

Tim gives in and leans into the spook story like he’s got a 
flashlight under his chin and a group of gullible campers 
around the fire.

TIM (V.O.)
You’re lucky I kinda love this 
shit... Ok. So. The Order of the 
Bound Prince...

CAMERA TILTS down from Janice’s forehead towards the carpet 
TRANSITIONING TO A TILT DOWN from the ceiling of... 

INT. MOTEL HALLWAY - NIGHT

... The empty motel hallway from a bird’s eye view - security 
camera like. The scene unfolds upside down as if it were 
Janice’s inverted view from the side of the bed. In her 
mind’s eye, she fills in the visuals of Tim’s story.

The cult members enter the drab, eerily lit hallway of the 
motel. There’s twelve of them walking in two lines toward 
camera on either side of the hallway. They are in deep red 
robes and head/face coverings. Their ceremonial garb is a 
melange of Catholic inquisitors and Gothic parlors. 

TIM (V.O.)
Some dismiss them with a simple 
“they’re Satanists,” and leave it 
at that. But these guys have some 
deep roots, going down to the very 
black of the earth’s center. 
They’re a wide reaching cabal that 
roams and settles wherever these 
specific pockets of evil exist. 

The cultists’ movements are synchronized with the grace of a 
wild pack who’ve been circling their prey to exhaustion. A 
dark ballet. They move slowly down the hall with their books 
reverently clutched to their chest.

TIM (V.O.)
Not only do they drift under the 
radar because they’ve been so 
practiced and methodical over the 
generations, but they’ve adapted, 
operating as a parasite cult now. 

(MORE)
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They took what the Gideon’s were 
doing and swoop in after them to 
replace the Gideon’s books with 
their own doppelgänger of dark 
hymnals. And everyone looks the 
other way... or else the other way 
is the last way you look. 

When the first cultist in each line reaches a room’s door, 
they peel away into it and out of sight. Both lines keep 
moving forward until the next cultist reaches the next door 
and disappears inside. And again. Cascading. Until the 
hallway is empty and the last two doors in sight furiously 
close shut.

JANICE (V.O.)
Or else?! What do they do to 
people?

TIM (V.O.)
I don’t think people get to find 
out the “or else” and live to spin 
the yarn. All anyone seems to know 
is that they descend (SNAP) like 
that, ready for a ritual, and have 
some sort of closed door strong-
arming with the hotel’s owner. 

CUT TO:

INT. OUTSIDE MOTEL MANAGER’S OFFICE - DAY

TIM (V.O.)
Not one of them, these unsuspecting 
middling dopes with business 
degrees, has ever talked about what 
happens behind those doors. But by 
the time these, priests(?), leave, 
they have free reign to come and go 
as they please. The motel, people’s 
rooms, wherever they need to be. No 
questions asked, and absolutely no 
interruptions. 

SLOW PUSH on the closed door of the motel manager’s office as 
a nightmarish ambient tone envelops the scene. A thick, tar-
like goo seeps out from under the door -- blacker than 
midnight. Just as fast as it seeps out it rushes back under 
into the office. 

CUT TO:

TIM (V.O.) (CONT'D)
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INT. VAR. JANICE'S MOTEL ROOM/BATHROOM - NIGHT

JANICE
Jesus what are you telling me this 
for? I’m all alone here!

TIM (V.O.)
You asked me!

Janice gets off the bed and checks the lock on her door... 
then double locks it. She grabs the bible and starts flipping 
through it. Her paranoia mounting as the THC pulls up a chair 
in her brain.

JANICE
Fuck off. This is just the bible. 

TIM (V.O.)
How do you know? When did you read 
the bible?

JANICE
I got Genesis, I got loaves, I got 
fishes. 

TIM (V.O.)
They’re not all together like that.

JANICE
There’s a table of contents.

TIM (V.O.)
Doesn’t matter... It’s not like a 
book of spells. It’s the book 
itself. The symbol on the front, 
and like the ink on the pages has 
dark spices in it or virgin blood 
or somethin.

JANICE
I just smoked that!

This is the last push she needed to go into full paranoia.

TIM (V.O.)
Yeah I’d stop.

JANICE
Man, I don’t feel great about this. 
I’m starting to freak out a little. 

Janice checks out the window then closes it.
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JANICE (CONT’D)
(Listing)

I’m alone in this empty motel. I’m 
super baked. I got the devil in my 
lungs--

TIM (V.O.)
I gotta get back to work.

JANICE
Real nice. You’re just gonna leave 
me like this? What do I do?

TIM (V.O.)
I don’t know? 10 Hail Marys and 
induce vomiting? Call me tomorrow. 
See ya.

JANICE
(To herself)

Well fuck.

She doesn’t realize she’s still smoking the joint, when she 
does she rips it out of her mouth in a panic and flushes it. 
She rushes back over to the bible and starts examining it 
even closer. KNOCK KNOCK. Janice’s head whips to the door. 
Silence. The door handle jiggles and Janice jumps. KNOCK 
KNOCK KNOCK.

JANICE (CONT’D)
(Fearful)

... Yes?

A voice in broken English responds.

JADWIGA (O.S.)
(Heavy accent)

You call for towels?

She stares at the bottom of the door, then at the bathroom 
door, both have all her towels packed under the frame to keep 
the weed smoke contained. She opens the door a crack. To see 
JADWIGA, 60’s, a motel maid from...well not from around here.

JANICE
Right. Sorry. Thank you.

Janice breathes a sigh of relief and tosses the towels onto 
the pile with the rest of them. After a flash of realization, 
she grabs the book and chases after the cleaning woman.
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INT. MOTEL HALLWAY - NIGHT

Janice catches up to Jadwiga down the hallway.

JANICE
Excuse me... uh, I just had a 
question. Sorry to bug you. 

Janice produces the Bound Prince’s bible. As soon as the 
cleaning woman’s eyes lock onto it she’s stricken with panic. 
MATCH CUT from Jadwiga slowly reaching for the book to...

CUT TO:

INT. VACANT MOTEL ROOM - DAY

Jadwiga reaching for the dark bible, left on the nightstand 
of the recently vacated room. As her hand fearfully touches 
the cover her eyes go white and the black tar like goo starts 
to seep from her nostrils.

CUT TO:

INT. MOTEL HALLWAY - NIGHT

Jadwiga pulls her hand away from the book like she touched a 
hot stove and begins to hurriedly exclaim in her native 
tongue.

JADWIGA
(Not subtitled)

Musisz to odlozyc. Teraz. Prosze. 
Wazne jest, aby tam pozostal. To 
sciana, ktora chroni przed zlem. 
Jesli ksiegi nie ma, zlo moze 
wejsc. Prosze odloz to z powrotem. 
Musisz!

As Jadwiga speaks, overwhelming the still fearful and stoned 
Janice, she grabs a cloth from her cleaning cart to handle 
the book, takes it from Janice and gingerly carries it back 
to Janice’s room. Janice tags along watching Jadwiga treat it 
like an unearthed grenade that hasn’t gone off yet.

INT. JANICE'S MOTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Jadwiga ignores the mess, the smell of weed, and the 
overabundance of towels and goes right to the drawer to 
reverently return the book to its resting place. Janice 
observes in nervous shock. The snowball of paranoia growing. 
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Again in broken English, Jadwiga sternly cautions Janice, 
almost begging her.

JADWIGA
(Heavy accent)
No move. It stay! It stay. Please. 

Jadwiga makes the sign of the cross then looks Janice right 
in the eyes. Then exits the room in a hurry.

JANICE
What... the fuck.

Janice grabs her phone and frantically calls Tim. No answer. 
She texts him instead. In HORIZONTAL SPLIT SCREEN -- Janice’s 
panicked eyes and sweaty brow intensify as she types on the 
top, the phone’s screen on the bottom. Her fingers stab at 
the phone’s screen.

ON THE PHONE’S SCREEN & FULL OF FRANTIC TYPOS -- “I asked the 
maid about the book and she WAS FREAKING OUT ABOUT IT. WORSE 
THAN ME. She took it from me and I had to watch her put it 
back in my room. WHAT ELSE DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THIS?! CALL ME 
BACK! AM I OK?!”

Janice tosses her phone onto the nightstand and opens the 
drawer, almost daring herself to gaze upon the book again. It 
hypnotizes her.

The PULSING WHINE of the fire alarm rises and falls from the 
motel’s hallway. The red emergency lights illuminating the 
bottom crack of her room’s door.

INT. VAR. MOTEL HALLWAY - NIGHT

The few occupied rooms empty out, followed by the cleaning 
ladies, all bathed in the flashing red lights of the 
hallway’s alarm.

MONTAGE: Away from anyone’s sight, Janice pulls her hand away 
from the fire alarm and heads to the cleaning staff’s utility 
closet. She snags lighter fluid and a master keycard from a 
cubby.

All her actions now are frantic, but calculated. She’s a 
machine gun -- a rapid fire spray shooting to kill.

INT. JANICE'S MOTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Janice rips the sheet off her bed. She tosses the bible from 
her room on the sheet and drags it out of the room.
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INT. VAR. MOTEL ROOM’S - NIGHT

She extracts bible after bible from its carbon copy 
nightstand drawer and tosses it onto the pile with the rest 
in the bedsheet bindle.

END MONTAGE.

INT. MOTEL HALLWAY - NIGHT

DOLLY BACKWARDS as Janice, sweaty and breathing hard, drags 
the heavy bedsheet full of bibles down the hallway towards 
the exit of the motel. As she moves closer to end of the 
hallway, BLACK ASPECT RATIO BARS CLOSE IN ON HER VERTICALLY 
until she reaches...

EXT. MOTEL PARKING LOT - NIGHT

The door to the parking lot. The door bursts open and Janice 
drags her sack of bibles through it, tossing it onto the 
ground. The aspect ratio bars are so close to her sides now 
that the door is the only thing not consumed by black. It’s 
as if she kicked open a door into the vast blackness of 
space. 

Janice coats the bible sack in lighter fluid and lights a 
match. She watches the flame dance for a moment, then tosses 
the match onto the sack. It goes up in a blaze. Janice stares 
at the fire with a crazed, wide-eyed relief.

INT. JANICE’S MOTEL ROOM - NIGHT

On the nightstand Janice’s phone buzzes and the screen comes 
to life. One missed call from Tim and a series of texts.

ON THE PHONE’S SCREEN: “I looked into it. Forum’s saying the 
books are there to PROTECT against evil. So even if you are 
still worried about it, at least it’s there. 

Just leave it where it’s at and you’re gold. Call me back if 
you need me. Sorry for spooking you.”

EXT. MOTEL PARKING LOT - NIGHT

Janice’s relief gives way to panic in an instant as she 
starts to retch, violently falling to her knees. Her gagging 
crescendos and gives way to a fountain of vomit -- black, tar-
like ooze flowing out of her in a stream that forms a large 
pool at her knees.
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When the torrent of demonic sludge has ceased, she looks up 
through teary eyes, the rest of her face and chest smeared 
with the black. In the distance she can see the Bound Prince 
Cultists staring at her.

Out from the pitch black pool a demonic face begins to rise. 

Janice screams.

End.
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